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A system of functions {Uk}, U, E C[a, b], k = 0, I,..., n, is said to be 
a Tchebycheff system (TS) on [a, b] if cE=,, aJJk has at most n distinct zeros 
in [a, b], for any nontrivial choice of real {alE}. Let 0 = I,, < t, < ... < t, 
be a sequence of real numbers. It is known that {xtk}, k = 0, l,..., n, is a TS 
on any interval [a, b] satisfying 0 < a < b [I]. If a < 0 < b, this result 
does not necessarily hold; e.g., {I, x2> is not a TS on [- 1, 11. In this paper 
we seek conditions on {tk} that are necessary and sufficient for{xtb} to be 
a TS on (-co, co). In this case, naturally, we restrict the tl, to be integers. 
DEFINITION. A sequence of integers {tk}zZO issaid to have the alternating 
parity property (APP) if and only if t, = 0 and for all k, t21, is even and 
t2k+.1 isodd. 
THEOREM. Let 0 = t, < t, < ... < t, be a sequence of integers. Then 
{&} is a TS art (- 00, co) ifand only if{f& has APP. 
Proof. Suppose {fk} has APP. We prove by induction that {xtk} is a TS 
on (-co, co). 
(0, r,} has APP if and only if fl is odd, in which case a, + a,x*l has a 
unique zero for any nontrivial choice of a,, a, . Assume the theorem true 
for n - 1. Let {ak}, k = O,l,..., n be arbitrary and set P(x) = C%,, agxtk. 
Then P’(x) = CEsl (a,tk) x+-l = ~~1-l xi=, (a,t,) J?-~I. 
Let 6,-i = aktk and Skpl = tl, - t, , k = 1,2 ,..., n. Then S, = 0 and {S,}, 
k = 0, I,..., n - 1 has APP. Thus, P’(x) = 21-l x;Si bkxSk = xtl-lQ(x). 
By induction hypothesis Q(X) has at most n - 1 distinct zeros. If b, = 0, 
then P’(x) has at most n - 1 distinct zeros, so that P(x) has at most n 
distinct zeros, since the zeros of P’(x) either separate the roots of P(x), are 
points of inflection of P(x), or are zeros of P(x). If b, # 0, then 0 is not a 
root of Q(x), so that P’(x) could have n zeros. Since, however, t, - 1 is 
even, 0is a point of inflection of P(x), and not a local maximum or minimum. 
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0 is thus not a separating zero of P’(x), so that P’(x) has at most n - 1 
distinct separating zeros, and, hence, P(x) has at most n distinct zeros. 
Before considering the converse we prove a preliminary esult. 
LEMMA. Suppose (fk), k = 0, l,..., n, has APP. Then there exist {a,}, 
k = 0, l,..., n such that P(x) = CE=,, akxtf+ has n simple real zeros. 
Proox By induction. (0, tr} has APP if and only if t, is odd. In this case, 
P(x) = 1 - xtl has a simple zero at x = 1. 
Assume the lemma is true for n - 1; i.e., suppose there exist {a,}, 
k = 0, l,..., n - 1 such that Q(x) = C:Ii ahxtk has II - 1 simple real zeros. 
We may assume that amVl > 0. 
Case 1. &_I odd, t, even. Then Q(x) -+ - co as x -+ - co. Let 
m = min{I Q(x)I: x a local max or min of Q(x)}; 
a = min{x: Q(x) = -m}; 
b = max(x: Q(x) = m}; 
c = n-4 a I, I b I); 
E = m/2&. 
Note that m > 0, since, by induction hypothesis, Q(x) is assumed to have 
II - 1 simple real zeros, while by the first part of the theorem, Q(x) can have 
no more than n - 1 distinct real zeros. Thus Q(x) has exactly n - 1 simple 
real zeros and no other eal zeros, so that if Q(5) = 0 then Q’(5) # 0. Hence, 
if Q(t) = 0, then t is not a local max or min of Q(x). 
Let P(x) = Q(x) + extn. Then 1 P(x) - Q(x)1 < m/2, a < x < b. Let xi , 
i = 1, 2,..., n - 1, be the zeros of Q(x). Then there exist zi E (xi , xi+& 
i = 1, 2,..., n - 2, such that Q’(zJ = 0. Then Q(u) = -m, Q(zI) > m, 
Q(zJ < -m,..., Q(z,+J < -m. Thus P(u) < 0, P(z3 > 0, P(zZ) < 0 ,..., 
P(z,+J < 0, so that P(x) has n - 2 zeros in (a, z,_J. Also P(x) - 00 as 
x -+ & co, and, hence, P(x) has two additional zeros, one in (- co, a), the 
other in (znV2 ,cc). Thus P(x) has a total of n simple real zeros. 
Case 2. &_I even, t, odd. Then Q(x) + 00 as x + - co. 
Let m, b be as in Case 1, and let 
a = min{x: Q(x) = m}; 
c = ma41 a I, Ib I>; 
E = m/2&, 
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and let P(x) = Q(x) + 6~~“. Following the method of Case I, we prove that 
P(x) has n simple real zeros, thus proving the lemma. 
We return to the converse of the theorem which is also proved by induc- 
tion. (0, ti} does not have APP if and only if t1 is even. In this case 
P(x) = 1 - xtl has two distinct real zeros in (- co, co) so that { 1,91} is not 
a TS on (-co, co). 
Now suppose the theorem is true for n - 1, and suppose {tk), k = 0, l,..., n 
does not have APP. 
Case 1. (&}, k = 0, l,..., II - 1 has APP. 
There are two possibilities: t,-,and t, odd, or t,-, and t, even. We 
consider only the first; he second is handled analogously. By the lemma, 
there exist {a,}, k = 0, l,..., n - 1 such that Q(X) = Gilt akxtk has n - 1 
simple real zeros. We assume that a,-, > 0. Then Q(X) + 00 as x -+ co and 
Q(x) -+ - co as x -+ - co. Let m, a, b, c, and E be as in Case 1 of the lemma, 
and let P(X) = Q(x) - E+. Let xi , i = 1,2 ,..., n - 1 be the zeros of Q(x). 
As in the lemma, there exist zi E (xi , x~+~), i= 1,2 ,..., it - 2, such that 
Q’(zJ = 0. Again, P(u) < 0, P(zl) > 0, P(z,) < 0 ,..., P(z,-J < 0, P(b) > 0. 
Thus, P(x) has n - 1 roots in (a, 6). But P(x) + -co as x -+ co and 
P(X) -+ co as x + - co, and, hence, P(x) has at least wo additional zeros, 
one in (- co, a) and another in (b, co), for a total of at least n + 1 distinct 
zeros. Thus {xtk}, k = 0, l,..., n, is not a TS on (- co, co). 
Case 2. {tk}, k = 0, l,..., n - 1 does not have APP. 
Then, by induction hypothesis, there exist {uk}, k = 0, l,..., n - 1, such 
that Q(x) = x:r: a,xtk has n simple real zeros. Once again it is necessary 
to distinguish between various possibilities of the parities oft,-, and t, , 
as in Case 1. In each case, however, the appropriate choice of either 
P(x) = Q(x) + extn or P(x) = Q(x) - extn will guarantee that P(x) has at 
least n + 1 distinct real zeros. The proof is now complete. 
A system of functions {U,), Uk E C[a, b], k = 0, l,..., 12 is said to be an 
interpolation system on [a, b] if for any real {xk}, (vlc}, a < xk < b, 
k = 0, I,..., n there xist {a,}, k = 0, I,..., n such that xi==, akU,(xj) = yi , 
j = 0, l)‘..) n. 
It is well known that (U,} is an interpolation system on [a, b] if and only 
if {U,} is a TS on [a, b] [2]. We can thus conclude with an interpolation 
theorem stated as a 
COROLLARY. Let 0 = to < t, < ... < t, be a sequence of integers. 
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